Measles: Not just a childhood rash

ABSTRACT

In recent years, the number of US measles cases has increased, and outbreaks in adults continue to be reported in communities with a high number of unvaccinated people. These trends underscore the need for high overall measles vaccination coverage, and for physicians to entertain the diagnosis of measles in adult patients with a febrile illness and rash.

KEY POINTS

Measles is one of the most contagious infectious diseases, with a secondary attack rate of at least 90% in susceptible household contacts.

Since 1993, most reported cases of measles have been directly or indirectly linked to international travel, and many have occurred in adults.

Acute measles encephalitis, a neurologic complication of measles, is more common in adults than in children and is characterized by the resurgence of fever during the convalescent phase, along with headaches, seizures, and altered consciousness.

Although measles is generally considered a disease of children, it affects people of all ages. While the incidence of measles in the United States is significantly lower than in 1963, when an effective measles vaccine was first introduced, recent increases in the number of sporadic cases and community outbreaks in adults show that measles is still a significant health problem.

PATHOGENESIS OF MEASLES

Measles is a highly contagious viral infection, whose manifestations have been recognized since the 7th century. The measles virus is an RNA virus of the Paramyxoviridae family. It is very difficult to isolate from clinical specimens, requiring special cell lines for in vitro propagation.

After acquisition, the measles virus establishes localized infection of the respiratory epithelium and then spreads to the regional lymphatics. A primary viremia then occurs, in which the virus replicates at the site of inoculation and in the reticuloendothelial tissues. A secondary viremia follows, in which the virus infects and replicates in the skin, conjunctiva, respiratory tract, and other distant organs.

The measles rash is thought to be due to a hypersensitivity reaction. Cell-mediated responses are the main line of defense against measles, as evidenced by the fact that people with cell-mediated deficiencies develop severe measles infection. Immunity to wild-type measles is believed to be lifelong.

MEASLES IS HIGHLY CONTAGIOUS
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As least 90% in susceptible household contacts. The fact that emergency departments and physicians’ offices have become sites of measles transmission in recent years underscores the transmissibility of the virus. Although the virus is very labile, it can remain infective in respiratory droplets from the air for many hours. Thus, measles virus spreads from person to person by direct contact with droplets from respiratory secretions of infected persons.

The period of maximal contagion is the late prodrome, ie, 2 to 4 days before the onset of the rash. People who are generally in good health are contagious through 4 days after the onset of the rash, whereas people with compromised immunity can continue to shed the virus for the entire duration of the illness.

Airborne transmission precautions are required for 4 days after the onset of the rash in hospitalized, non-immunocompromised patients with measles, and for the duration of the illness for immunocompromised patients.

In the absence of widespread measles vaccination, measles infection peaks in late winter and early spring.

■ EPIDEMIOLOGIC TRENDS: CAUSE FOR CONCERN

Since an effective vaccine became available in 1963, the annual incidence of measles cases in the United States has decreased by more than 99%. A significant resurgence from 1989 to 1991 affected mainly unvaccinated preschoolers and resulted in more than 55,000 cases and 130 deaths. This resurgence prompted widespread, intensive immunization efforts and the recommendation that a second dose of measles vaccine be given to school-aged children. This led to the effective elimination of endemic transmission of measles in the United States.

Since 1993, most reported cases of measles have been directly or indirectly linked to international travel, and many have been in adults. From 2000 to 2007, an average of 63 cases were reported each year to the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), with an all-time low of 34 cases reported in 2004. Since that time, however, the number of reported cases of measles has increased, and although most are linked to importation of the virus from other countries, incomplete vaccination rates have facilitated the spread of the virus once introduced into this country. This was well illustrated by the 131 cases of measles reported to the CDC from 15 states between January and July of 2008, which marked the largest number of reported cases in 1 year since 1996.

Although 90% of these cases either were directly imported or were associated with importation from other countries, the reason for the large number of cases was clearly the greater transmission after importation of the virus into the United States. This transmission was the direct result of the fact that 91% of the cases occurred in unvaccinated people or people whose vaccination status was not known or was not documented. A high proportion—at least 61 (47%)—of the 131 measles cases in 2008 were in school-aged children whose parents chose not to have them vaccinated. Although no deaths were reported in these 131 patients, 15 required hospitalization.

Although most reported measles cases are still in young and school-aged children, recent cases and outbreaks have also occurred in isolated communities of adults. Approximately 25% of the cases reported in 2008 were in people age 20 and older. Most adults who contracted measles had unknown or undocu-

mented vaccination status. Similarly, a small measles outbreak occurred in Indiana in 2005, when an adolescent US citizen traveling in Europe became infected in Romania and exposed 500 people at a church gathering upon her return. Thirty-four cases of measles were reported from this exposure, and many were in adults.11

The recent increase in the number of cases reported and the continued reports of outbreaks highlight the fact that measles outbreaks can occur in communities with a high number of unvaccinated people, and underscore the need for high overall measles vaccination coverage to limit the spread of this infection.12

## CLINICAL FEATURES OF MEASLES

The first sign of measles is a distinct prodrome, which occurs after an incubation period of 10 to 12 days. The prodrome is characterized by fever, malaise, anorexia, conjunctivitis, coryza, and cough and may resemble an upper respiratory tract infection; it lasts 2 to 4 days.

Towards the end of the prodrome, the body temperature can rise to as high as 40°C, and Koplik spots, pathognomonic for measles, appear. Koplik spots, bluish-gray specks on an erythematous base, usually appear on the buccal mucosa opposite the second molars 1 to 2 days before the onset of the rash, and last for 1 to 2 days after the onset of the rash. Thus, it is not unusual for Koplik spots to have disappeared at the time the diagnosis of measles is entertained.

The classic measles rash is an erythematous maculopapular eruption that begins on the head and face and spreads to involve the entire body. It usually persists for 4 to 5 days and is most confluent on the face and upper body. The rash fades in order of appearance, and may desquamate. People with measles appear ill, especially 1 to 2 days after the rash appears.

The entire course of measles usually lasts 7 to 10 days in patients with a healthy immune system. The cough, a manifestation of tracheobronchitis, is usually the last symptom to resolve. Patients are contagious 2 to 4 days before the onset of the rash, and remain so through 4 days after the onset of the rash.

## COMPLICATIONS

Complications of measles most often occur in patients under age 5 and over age 20.13–16 Complications most commonly involve the respiratory tract and central nervous system (Table 1). The death rate associated with measles in developed countries is 1 to 3 deaths per 1,000 cases; in developing countries, the rate of complications and the death rate are both appreciably higher, with malnutrition contributing significantly to the higher rate of complications.

### Respiratory complications

Pneumonia is responsible for 60% of deaths associated with measles.13 Although radiographic evidence of pneumonia is found in measles patients with no complications, symptomatic pneumonia occurs in 1% to 6% of patients. It is the result of either direct invasion by the virus or secondary bacterial infection,17 most often with *Staphylococcus aureus* and *Streptococcus pneumoniae*. Other respiratory complications include otitis media, sinusitis, and laryngotracheobronchitis.

### Neurologic complications

Acute measles encephalitis is more common in adults than in children. Occurring in 1 in 1,000 to 2,000 patients,18 it is characterized by the resurgence of fever during the convalescent phase of the illness, along with headaches, seizures, and altered consciousness. These manifestations may be mild or se-
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Measles, but they lead to permanent neurologic sequelae in a substantial proportion of affected patients. It is not clear whether acute measles encephalitis represents direct invasion of the virus or a postinfectious process from a hypersensitivity to the virus.19

Subacute sclerosing panencephalitis is a rare, chronic, degenerative central nervous system disease that occurs secondary to persistent infection with a defective measles virus.20 The prevalence is estimated at 1 per 100,000 cases. Signs and symptoms appear an average of 7 years after the initial infection and include personality changes, myoclonic seizures, and motor disturbances. Often, coma and death follow.

This condition occurs particularly in those who had measles at a very young age, ie, before the age of 2 years, and it occurs despite a vigorous host-immune response to the virus. Patients have high titers of measles-specific antibody in the sera and cerebrospinal fluid.

Other complications
- Diarrhea and stomatitis account for much of the sickness and death from measles in developing countries.
- Subclinical hepatitis occurs in at least 30% of adult measles patients.
- Less common complications include thrombocytopenia, appendicitis, ileocolitis, pericarditis, myocarditis, and hypocalcemia.

MEASLES DURING PREGNANCY

Measles during pregnancy may be severe, mainly due to primary measles pneumonia.21 Measles is associated with a risk of miscarriage and prematurity, but congenital anomalies of the fetus have not been described, as they have for rubella infection.22

MEASLES IN COMPROMISED IMMUNITY

Measles patients with deficiencies of cell-mediated immunity have a prolonged, severe, and often fatal course.2,23,24 This includes patients with:
- Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection
- Congenital immunodeficiencies
- Disorders requiring chemotherapeutic and immunosuppressive therapy.

These patients are particularly susceptible to acute progressive encephalitis and measles pneumonitis. Case-fatality rates of 70% in cancer patients and 40% in HIV-infected patients have been reported.24

The diagnosis of measles may be difficult in patients without cell-mediated immunity, as 25% to 40% of them do not develop the characteristic rash.2,23 The absence of rash supports the theory that the rash is a hypersensitivity reaction to the virus.

MODIFIED AND ATYPICAL MEASLES

Modified measles
A modified form of measles can occur in people with some degree of passive immunity to the virus, including those previously vaccinated. It occurs mostly in patients who recently received immunoglobulin products, or in young infants who have residual maternal antibody. A modified measles illness can also follow vaccination with live-virus vaccine (see later discussion).

The clinical manifestations vary, and the illness may not have the classic features of prodrome, rash, and Koplik spots.

Atypical measles
Atypical measles is an unusual form that can occur when a person previously vaccinated with a killed-virus measles vaccine (used from 1963 to 1967) is exposed to wild-type measles.25 Features include a shorter prodrome (1 to 2 days), followed by appearance of a rash that begins on the distal extremities and spreads centripetally, usually sparing the neck, face, and head. The rash may be petechial, maculopapular, urticarial, vesicular, or a combination. The rash is accompanied by high fever and edema of the extremities. Complications such as pneumonia and hepatitis may occur.

The course of atypical measles is more prolonged than with classic measles, but because these patients are thought to have partial protection against the virus, they do not transmit it and are not considered contagious.26

DIAGNOSIS OF MEASLES

The classic clinical features are usually enough to distinguish measles from other febrile ill-
nesses with similar clinical manifestations, such as rubella, dengue, parvovirus B19 infection, erythema multifforme, Stevens-Johnson syndrome, and streptococcal scarlet fever. The distinctive measles prodrome, Koplik spots, the progression of the rash from the head and neck to the trunk and the extremities, and the severity of disease are distinctive features of measles. Laboratory tests to confirm the diagnosis are often used in areas where measles is rare, and laboratory confirmation is currently recommended in the United States. Because viral isolation is technically difficult and is not widely available, serologic testing is the method most commonly used. The measles-specific immunoglobulin M (IgM) antibody assay, the test used most often, is almost 100% sensitive when done 2 to 3 days after the onset of the rash. Measles IgM antibody peaks at 4 weeks after the infection and disappears by 6 to 8 weeks. It is important to remember that false-positive measles IgM antibody may occur with other viral infections, such as parvovirus B19 and rubella. Because measles-specific IgG antibody is produced with the onset of infection and peaks at 4 weeks, a fourfold rise in the IgG titer is useful in confirming the diagnosis. Measles IgG antibody after infection is sustained for life. Reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction testing can also detect measles virus in the blood and urine when direct evidence of the virus is necessary, such as in immunocompromised patients.

■ TREATMENT IS SUPPORTIVE

Treatment of measles mainly involves supportive measures, such as fluids and antipyretics. Antiviral agents such as ribavirin and interferon have in vitro activity against the measles virus and have been used to treat severe measles infection in immunocompromised patients. However, their clinical efficacy is unproven.

Routine use of antibacterial agents to prevent secondary bacterial infection is not recommended.

■ CURRENT RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ACTIVE IMMUNIZATION

Active immunization for measles has been available since 1963. Between 1963 and 1967, both killed-virus and live-virus vaccines were available. As atypical measles cases became recognized, the killed-virus vaccine was withdrawn.

The vaccine currently available in the United States is a live-attenuated strain prepared in chicken embryo cell culture and combined with mumps and rubella vaccine (MMR) or mumps, rubella, and varicella vaccine (MMRV).

Two doses of live-virus measles vaccines are recommended for all healthy children before they begin school, with the first dose given at 12 to 15 months of age. A second dose is needed because the failure rate with one dose is 5%. More than 99% of people who receive two doses separated by 4 weeks develop serologic evidence of measles.

Waning immunity after vaccination occurs very rarely, with approximately 5% of children developing secondary vaccine failure 10 to 15 years after vaccination.

Although rates of vaccination in the United States are high, cases of measles continue to occur in unvaccinated infants and in children who are either too young to be vaccinated or whose parents claimed exemption because of religious or personal beliefs.

Because of the occurrence of measles cases in adolescents, young adults, and adults, potentially susceptible people should be identified and vaccinated according to current guidelines. People should be considered susceptible unless they have documentation of at least two doses of measles vaccine given at least 28 days apart, physician-diagnosed measles, laboratory evidence of immunity to measles, or were born before 1957. All adults who are susceptible should receive at least one dose of measles vaccine. Adults at higher risk of contracting measles include:

- Students in high school and college
- International travelers
- Health care personnel.

For these adults, two doses of measles vaccine, at least 28 days apart, are recommended.

Postexposure prophylaxis

Measles vaccination given to susceptible contacts within 72 hours of exposure as postexposure prophylaxis may protect against infection and induces protection against subsequent infections.
exposures to measles.\textsuperscript{33,34} Vaccination is the intervention of choice for susceptible individuals older than 12 months of age who are exposed to measles and who do not have a contraindication to measles vaccination.\textsuperscript{35} Active rather than passive immunization is also the strategy of choice for controlling measles outbreaks.

Passive immunization with intramuscular immune globulin within 6 days of exposure can be used in selected circumstances to prevent transmission or to modify the clinical course of the infection.\textsuperscript{36} Immune globulin therapy is recommended for susceptible individuals who are exposed to measles and who are at high risk of developing severe or fatal measles. This includes individuals who are being treated with immunosuppressive agents, those with HIV infection, pregnant women, and infants less than 1 year of age. Immune globulin should not be used to control measles outbreaks.

\section*{ADVERSE EFFECTS OF MEASLES VACCINE}

Live-virus measles vaccine has an excellent safety record. A transient fever, which may be accompanied by a measles-like rash, occurs in 5\% to 15\% of people 5 to 12 days after vaccination. The rash may be discrete or confluent and is self-limited.

Although measles vaccine is a live-attenuated vaccine, vaccinated people do not transmit the virus to susceptible contacts and are not considered contagious, even if they develop a vaccine-associated rash. Thus, the vaccine can be safely given to close contacts of immunocompromised and other susceptible people. Encephalitis is exceedingly rare following vaccination.

There is no scientific evidence that the risk of autism is higher in children who receive measles or MMR vaccine than in unvaccinated children.\textsuperscript{37} An Institute of Medicine report in 2001 rejected a causal relationship between MMR vaccine and autism spectrum disorders.\textsuperscript{38}

\section*{CONTRAINDICATIONS TO MEASLES VACCINATION}

Measles vaccine is contraindicated for:

- People who have cell-mediated immune deficiencies (except patients with HIV infection—see discussion just below)
- Pregnant women
- Those who had a severe allergic reaction to a vaccine component after a previous dose
- Those with moderate or severe acute illness
- Those who have recently received immune globulin products.

HIV-infected patients with severe immunosuppression should not receive the live-attenuated measles vaccine. However, because patients with HIV are at risk of severe measles, and because the vaccine has been shown to be safe in HIV patients who do not have severe immunosuppression, the vaccine is recommended for those with asymptomatic or mildly symptomatic HIV infection who do not have evidence of severe immunosuppression.\textsuperscript{39}

\section*{After receiving immune globulin}

Anyone who has recently received immune globulin should not receive measles vaccine until sufficient time has passed, since passively acquired antibodies interfere with the immune response to live-virus vaccines. How long to wait depends on the type of immune globulin, the indication, the amount, and the route of administration. In general, the waiting period is:

- At least 3 months after intramuscular immune globulin or tetanus, hepatitis A, or hepatitis B prophylaxis
- At least 4 months after intramuscular immune globulin for rabies, or 6 months after intravenous immune globulin for cytomegalovirus (dose, 150 mg/kg)
- At least 8 months after intravenous immune globulin as replacement or therapy for immune deficiencies (dose, 400 mg/kg), or after intravenous immune globulin for immune thrombocytopenic purpura (400 mg/kg)
- At least 10 months after intravenous immune globulin for immune thrombocytopenic purpura at a dose of 1 g/kg.\textsuperscript{39}

\section*{Egg allergy is not a contraindication}

Although measles vaccine is produced in chick embryo cell culture, the vaccine has been shown to be safe in people with egg allergy, so they may be vaccinated without first being tested for egg allergy.\textsuperscript{39,40}
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